Books About Compassion: Our Top Picks
ADRIANA’S ANGELS

by Ruth Goring, illustrated by Erika Meza
Two angels, Milagros (Miracles) and Alegria (Joy), wield their protective power surreptitiously and sometimes
with a hint of humor, listening constantly for God’s direction as they watch over a little girl named Adriana.
Adriana and her family are forced to flee their home in Colombia and start a new life in Chicago. Throughout
difficult times, big transitions, and the ordinary moments of childhood, Adriana’s angels whisper messages
of God’s love and presence. Adriana’s Angels encourages faith, wonder, and compassion. Many children
who read or hear this story will grow in empathy toward refugee and other immigrant peers. Their sense
of God’s attentive care will deepen, particularly as they witness the angels’ ministry to Adriana while she
sleeps. Children who have experienced trauma often relive it unconsciously at night which is why the Spirit’s
mysterious healing work in sleep is so important. This book is available in Spanish as Los ángeles de Adriana.

A DIFFERENT POND

by Bao Phi, illustrated by Thi Bui
A Different Pond is an unforgettable story about a simple event - a long-ago fishing trip. As a young
boy, Bao Phi awoke early, hours before his father’s long workday began, to fish on the shores of
a small pond in Minneapolis. Unlike many other anglers, Bao and his father fished for food, not
recreation. A successful catch meant a fed family. Between hope-filled casts, Bao’s father told him
about a different pond in their homeland of Vietnam.

YARD SALE

by Eve Bunting, illustrated by Lauren Castillo
Almost everything Callie’s family owns is spread out in their front yard—their furniture, their potted
flowers, even Callie’s bike. They can’t stay in this house, so they’re moving to an apartment in the
city. The new place is “small but nice,” Mom says, and most of their things won’t fit, so today they are
having a yard sale. But it’s kind of hard to watch people buy your stuff, even if you understand why it
has to happen. With sensitivity and grace, Eve Bunting and Lauren Castillo portray an event at once
familiar and difficult, making clear that a home isn’t about what you have, but whom you hold close.

THEY ALL SAW A CAT
by Brendan Wenzel

The cat walked through the world, with its whiskers, ears, and paws . . . In this glorious celebration of
observation, curiosity, and imagination, Brendan Wenzel shows us the many lives of one cat, and how
perspective shapes what we see. When you see a cat, what do you see?

THE MEMORY BOX
A BOOK ABOUT GRIEF

by Joanna Rowland, illustrated by Thea Baker
“I’m scared I’ll forget you...” From the perspective of a young child, Joanna Rowland artfully describes
what it is like to remember and grieve a loved one who has died. The child in the story creates
a memory box to keep mementos and written memories of the loved one, to help in the grieving
process. Heartfelt and comforting, The Memory Box will help children and adults talk about this very
difficult topic together. The unique point of view allows the reader to imagine the loss of any they have
loved - a friend, family member, or even a pet. A parent guide in the back includes information on
helping children manage the complex and difficult emotions they feel when they lose someone they
love, as well as suggestions on how to create their own memory box.
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